TechLAB Innovation Center Partners with OneStepCloud to accelerate small to
mid-size businesses to the Cloud
FEATURE PARTNER
Santa Clara, CA - November 21, 2016 - TechLAB Innovation Center, a tech startup hub that
provides early to mid-stage technology entrepreneurs with a data-driven platform to help scale
up their business operations to the cloud, today announced its partnership with OneStepCloud,
a leading Infrastructure-as-a-Service provider that prides itself on simplicity allowing small to
medium size Business and Enterprises to scale their business operations onto the cloud.
TechLAB Innovation Center foundations is to cultivate technology companies that will power
our digital future. TechLAB Innovation Center focuses on the growth and development of
technology companies throughout their early years. Our ecosystem affords startups with the
ability to come, stay and grow under our guidance while also leveraging our strategic business
partners and their expertise. Since January of 2013, 85% of TechLAB companies have become
revenue positive.
Leveraging on sophisticated technologies and deep experiences in the IT (software and
Hardware), companies working with TechLAB Innovation Center gain access to a network in the
world’s leading hub for high technology innovation and development center in Silicon Valley.
TechLAB Innovation Center strategic location inside a leading carrier-neutral colocation
datacenter in Santa Clara, California led by our partner vXchnge enables new technology
companies to gain a quick platform for companies to scale. To further the benefit to our
companies TechLAB needed to provide a way to easily and efficiently elevate their businesses
needs to the cloud.
With a meticulously crafted ecosystem created with collaboration in mind, collaboration and
partnerships among like-minded, high-tech startups occur organically in the TechLAB
ecosystem. By partnering with OneStepCloud small and medium-sized businesses can now take
advantage of cost savings and easily scale their business operations to the Cloud. With a pay for
only the resources used, OneStepCloud offers a wide range of capabilities from the deployment
of storage, virtual machines, database, analytics, application, and a customized solutions
offering a seamlessly solution in a secure and reliable environment on the vXchnge platform.
Companies can deploy their business onto the cloud and benefit from access to all their files
and applications anytime and anywhere with an internet access.

“Today’s companies have an irrefutable need to bring their business operations to the Cloud. As
such, OneStepCloud needed a dependable and secure infrastructure with robust power
capabilities. vXchnge provided all of this, as well as the ability to connect with multiple carrier
networks, providing greater redundancy, reach, and revenue points, for our clients,” said
Mariusz Proszynski, Chief Executive Officer of OneStepCloud.
About TechLAB Innovation Center
TechLAB Innovation Center mission is to help early and mid-stage technology entrepreneurs with a
developed, data-driven product/service, scale up business operations to the cloud, onto an ultra-fast and
reliable state of the art technology platform.
We believe a technologically centered environment is only the beginning to achieving results. A rich
mentor society and a top ecosystem yield results. TechLAB Innovation Center provides guidance to help
companies maneuver through and tap into the investment community, offer a mentorship backed with a
wealth of corporate industry and real-world expertise for partnerships, investment and acquisition
opportunities. TehcLAB Innovation Center believes that every opportunity with a great idea should have
a chance to build its business, find the right resources and seek out customers and partnerships locally
and globally. For more information go to www.techlabcenter.com or connect on Facebook and LinkedIn.
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